
PEPSI CO ACTIVITY BASED COSTING ABC

PepsiCo Activity Based Costing (ABC) solution is based on HBR's ABC accounting framework. It includes - ABC
Technique, Traditional method, Cost Drivers.

In fact, the cost may be cut down by allocating more resources to those activities with fewer overheads and
limited resources to activities with high overheads, in turn avoiding the wasteful use resources. However,
since ABC's Strategies management can implement to respond to the changing conditions affecting budgetary
planning and forecasting. Wrong allocation of these costs leads to a tendency of overvaluing the high volume
products and undervaluing the low volume products which causes cross subsidization of one product by the
other unknowingly. The Denim Finishing Company provides laundering and special finishing of denim pants
for It does not acknowledge the possibility of conflict over the allocation process of overheads. But many of
the benefits of ABC can still be obtained by implementing a partial system, which focuses only on the most
important activities. This activity helped billed confidence and brand loyalty among core consumers.
Moreover the approach implicitly assumes a co-operative behaviour among operating units and between
operating units and service functions. If ABC is applied correctly at the correct place and time, the company
can attain more profits than before. ABC system can change the system of evaluation of new process
technologies, to reduce setup times, rationalization of plant layout in order to reduce or lower material
handling cost, improve quality etc. Cost Management and Downsizing: ABC helps to reduce costs by
providing meaningful information on the opportunities available for reducing costs. Activity based costing
first assigns costs to the activities that are the real cause of the overhead. Resources are assigned to activities,
and activities to cost objects based on consumption estimates. They should also know that how much to do
with the promotion activities for brand Coming year is the challenging year for the industry of Coke. They
may consider the cost to be too high. ABC system can be successfully used in other segments of the
organization i. Why are they not producing these products? If managers believe certain products to be more
profitable than the accounting system suggest, it may be necessary to analyze costs using ABC. Accurate
product costing will help the management to compare the profits that various customers, product lines, brands
or regions generate and to decide on pricing strategy, dropping unprofitable products, lines etc. For instance,
the system recognizes the cost drivers of each activity in the production and allocates the overheads to specific
operation. The Academy of Management Executive, 9 4 ,  The resources allocated to an activity are based
upon activity level. ABC provides accurate cost information to evaluate the performance of the transferor and
transferee departments. It then assigns the cost of those activities only Subcontracting may be done if the firm
is incurring higher overhead cost as compared to the subcontractor. It must be remembered that the
introduction of the ABC system involves major expense and thus managers must ask themselves whether the
benefits to be derived from the superior information exceed the cost of the new accounting system. But rather
than undertaking a major and costly analysis in every case, he suggested that managers look for the following
symptoms which are indicative of a need for ABC: 1. On the contrary if the cost is not going to decrease or the
resources fed by sub-contracting cannot be economically diverted elsewhere, the company should get the
activity done internally. According to Du , overheads are not jointly incurred but depend upon the level at
which an activity occurs. Activity-based costing system ABC is such an advanced costing system that satisfies
the needs of companies in modern business environment. Current cost system and benefits of activity based
costing ABC to traditional costing The production department at PepsiCo recognizes the costs by classifying
them on the basis of their behavior and then allocates them to different production sub- units. These bold steps
taken by the Coca-Cola marketing unit acclaimed them many acknowledgements across the board. Different
activities have different rates of resource utilization and as a consequence, different level of overheads.
PepsiCo Corporation and its range of products Essay Introduction The history of PepsiCo Corporation history
dates back in when a merger between PepsiCo-cola and Frito-Lay took place, a happening that was followed
by massive expansion and amalgamation of the original merger with other international companies that form
the present famous PepsiCo Corporation. This system assures that the costs are accurately distributed to the
products or services that generated them. Most importantly, the method is applied in the accessing the
improvements of the cost management in an organization. These include Cost pools are too large and contain
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machines which have very difficult overhead structures.


